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In 1955, the KGB 
designed the ultimate 
espionage device,   
though impossible to 
build with technology 
of the era…
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... it is now pervasive
► Flexible means to gather intelligence
► Remotely accessible and updateable
► Possesses sophisticated sensors
► Goes anywhere, does not attract attention
► And targets readily carry it with them
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Corporate Espionage
► Threat of sensitive data, 

processes, relationships to 
influence competitive 
advantage

► Increasingly perpetrated via 
cyber
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DSS on targeting of U.S.
► Targeting of U.S. technologies is constant and 
unwavering

► 75% increase overall from FY10
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FBI Counterintelligence
► “economic espionage losses to the American 

economy total more that $13 billion”



BYOD:
Breaking Your Own
Defenses?



► Operates on both sides of 
the firewall

► Stores sensitive corporate 
and person data

► Mostly outside the control of 
IT/Security (BYOD)

► Runs loads of untested code, 
of unknown origin
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Enter mobile
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Attacker Perspective
► Convenient channel to distribute attacks (app store)
► Data rich, diverse channels for data exfil
► Limited virus scan/malware detection
► New technologies outpacing traditional security 

controls
► Re-programmable hardware
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Corporate Defenses vs. Mobile
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AAA
► And targets readily carry it with them

► Your next talking point bullet here
► Third talking point, etc.
► Bullet can be indented by pressing the Tab Key
► Third level bullet is created by pressing Tab again
► Reverse indents by pressing the Shift + Tab keys



Bypassing
traditional
defenses
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Circumvent traditional corporate 
security controls
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Hijack the camera
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Mobile Compromise via HID
► Exploit reprogrammable USB hardware of a mobile 

device to morph on command
► Circumvents all traditional defenses
► Gives attacker hands on keyboard
► Exploit and expand easily
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Reprogrammable HW
► Host Negotiation Protocol: 

OTG dual-role device can 
operate either as a host 
or peripheral.

► Used to provide features 
such as ADB, Mass 
Storage, MTP, tether, 
docking station on 
Android

► USB OTG + Linux Gadgete 
framework = Arbitrary 
USB device
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Mobile Kill Chain
► Similar to traditional kill-chain

► More complex because of mobility
► Must account for interaction with other systems and 

modalities
► home vs. work
► VPN vs. not
► multi-factor authentication
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Mobile Kill Chain
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Mobile Kill Chain
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Mobile Kill Chain
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Mobile Kill Chain
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Mobile Kill Chain
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Mobile Kill Chain
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Mobile Kill Chain
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Mobile Kill Chain
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Mobile Compromise via HID
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Recommendations
► Proactive monitoring of mobile devices and app
► Improve DLP software to detect new keyboards
► Develop mobile kill chain
► Treat mobile an attack platform
► Incorporate mobile broadly into defensive posture



Questions Please!

        
         @viaforensics

        
         312-878-1100

ahoog@viaforensics.com
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